
Inside Out 2 

On the 22 and 23 June 2024, Rainbows, Brownies, Guides and Rangers gathered at their 

local ODEON cinema to join in with Inside Out 2 Movie Screening!!  

The original ‘Inside Out’ focus on an 11-year-old girl named Riley who moves from San 

Francisco with her five emotions; Joy, Sadness, Fear, Disgust and Anger, trying to help her 

cope with her new life. The five emotions live in ‘headquarters’ and control her feelings. 

When Joy and Sadness are accidentally kicked out of headquarters, they go on a wild 

journey to get back!  

The newest release of ‘Inside Out 2’ explores deeper within Riley’s mind as new emotions 

start to appear around her new daily life; Envy, Embarrassment, Ennui, Nostalgia and 

Anxiety. These emotions are introduced in Inside Out 2 to represented Riley’s ‘Sense of Self’ 

through the transition of puberty.  

Unfortunately, I was unable to attend the Girlguiding only screenings in June 2024. 

Therefore, I attended my local ODEON with my other Guide leaders at a later date. We all 

met outside of the cinema, and we went in together to buy our snacks and drinks! Although 

we went two days after the film had been released, the cinema was full of young, excited 

girls. It was amazing seeing the amount of people attend! We got seated and we were 

surrounded by lots of girls and their parents who were jumping around all excited to see the 

film.  

There were so many points of the film where I thought “Oh wow! This is my favourite part”, 

but honestly… EVERYTHING in the film was my favourite!!! The colours and the animation of 

each character was amazing; I just loved every minute of it! All the leaders left the cinemas 

in a fantastic mood… but best of all… I managed to get everyone one of the Girlguiding 

badges!!! This went straight on my Guide blanket.  

It was unfortunate that I was not able to go to a Girlguiding only screening, however, I most 

definitely will go to the next one with my Guide group! It is fantastic that we can hold 

amazing experiences like this across the UK.  

 


